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Study Music with an Award-Winning 
Master Educator & Jazz Artist

Inviting AMBITIOUS Students at all levels

In-Person or Virtual Lessons Available

CONTACT DR. BRUCE:
Studio: 323-610-1111 

Email: bruceskov@aol.com 

DrBruceJazz.com 

    “His teaching displayed a thorough 
understanding of my individual needs…” - Jordan

“Dr. Bruce ….can demystify complex concepts and 
provide memorable and meaningful instruction to any 
student who is committed to learning.” - Stephanie

T
he practice of music has a long history of enduring hours of 
laborious study and a certain amount of tedium and frustration. 
While practicing is a necessary component of learning how to 

play music, there are many new ideas that can aid you,the student 
in your pursuit of excellence while removing some of the painful 
struggles that have been long associated with it.

TIP 1 – Shorten Your Practice Time Sessions
Instead of practicing for one hour or even a half hour, 
try practicing for just five minutes. Five minutes of 
concentrated, focused practicing will always yield excellent 
results. Your sessions will generally grow to regular 10, 15, 
or even 20-minutes of relaxed and enjoyable work. 

TIP 2 – Let Your Practice Be Effortless
Be effortless in practice, akin to athletes being in the 
“Zone.” This concept can be incorporated into a musician’s 
daily work as well. Relaxed shoulders, warm hands, good 
posture, and breath control, even for non-wind players, will 
all aid in the support of an effortless approach, and most 
importantly, always coming back to that gentle feeling. 
This is why a shorter practice time is always beneficial as 
it’s easier to maintain a clear focus, thus more attainable 
goals and better results.

TIP 3 – Become a “Critical Observer”
Transform yourself from being “critical” of your practicing or 
critical of yourself to becoming a “critical observer.” Instead 
of saying, “My tone is bad,” assess your work and determine 
how to correct it. For example, “My tone is thin, and would 
be better with more breath support and better posture.”  

These tips benefit all musicians, and like practice itself, will take 
time and patience to reap those benefits. Most importantly, these 
tips represent a one-plus-one-equals-two approach, and we all 
know that to be true.

So, practice in shorter sessions, effortlessly move into your “Zone,” 
and practice more consciously as an observer. You’ll see a dramatic 
increase in both your enjoyment level and skill level.

323.610.1111 / DrBruceJazz.com

Dr. Bruce earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in music from 
CSUN, and from USC a Master degree in jazz studies and a 

Doctorate degree of musical arts in jazz composition. Previously 
he was a full time lecturer at USC where he directed the Jazz 

Ensemble Program, taught jazz theory, and saxophone and jazz 
improvisation. An award-winning educator and much sought-

after woodwind artist, some of his credits include accompanying 
Joe Cocker, Natalie Cole, Doc Severinsen, and Merv Griffin.
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